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2017 “A bold, courageous and 

thought-provoking documentary.”

“A truly honest film, with no pre-made solutions, 
no preached certainties or theorems to prove.”

“This film is a take on a known to few reality 
and will be the spark to an increasingly 

urgent discussion for many families 
and teachers who will want to understand.”

Which is the best way to prepare your children for life?
Should they be educated to be free or to be obedient?

Anna and Lucio decided to take an alternative decision regarding the 
education of their daughter Gaia: let her leave the “traditional school” 
and try a more familiar approach, that aims to respect the time and the 
interests of the kid.
Gaia is now attending a democratic project, where kids have granted their 
own capability to decide how, when, what to learn and even who 
to learn from.
No grades, no homework no school benches… 

in theory everything seems perfect, but when 
effectively put in practice some doubts arise.
Is it really possible to learn outside the “regular” 
school schemas?



Lucio Basadonne ad Anna Pollio int 2015 
have previously filmed “Unlearning” 

a documentary that showed a six months 
journey, without money, in the search of  

different models from the typical city-based 
mono-nuclear family: circus, communes, 

eco-villages ...

While in “Unlearing” the family - a neutral 
observer - showed that there’s always a 

choice, in “Be Free or be Dead” Lucio Anna e 
Gaia test "on their own skin" the consequences 

of overturning the every daily life, starting 
from the educational model and sharing their 

story with the audience.

A classic documentary is just like traditional education: 
you sit down and take in the knowledge that someone 
else has prepared so you can learn a concept while 
gracefully directed through a world you didn’t even 
know about.

Be Free or Be Dead isn’t an instructional documentary, 
it discovers another belief of education, an accidental 
education where you can explore the cause and the 
effect, instead of practicing educational methods 
descended from above.

As we were editing we realised the documentary itself 
was influenced by this alternative path. No voice overs, 
sparse links and conflicting topics, all of them ready to 
pleasantly stun the viewer which is what we believe you 
feel when you are free to learn.

A crowdfunding with 40k of donation launched the distribution of the 
documentary. Thanks to this big community “Be Free or Be Dead” 
has been released in 90 events using Movieday the first theatre on 
demand platform in Italy which allows anyone to share a film with 
movie theatres.
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